Owls Newsletter
Class Teacher: Mrs Hill
Teaching Assistants: Mrs Horsley and Miss Cass

is for all children to be happy,
confident, independent, inquisitive and resilient learners.
Next week in Nursery we are going to be introducing the children to our
characteristics of effective learning dinosaurs. We are going to be focusing upon
To be an Imagindocus the children need to be playing with what they know.
They may take on a role when they are playing, act out experiences when they
play and they may like to pretend that objects are things that they know.
If you see your child being an Imagindocus at home let me know via the EExAT
parent app.

out what wonderful activities your children have been involved in this week.

Pump Bags Only / No Rucksacks
Unfortunately in Nursery the hooks for our coat pegs are extremely close together
and the hooks are quite small. We would really appreciate it if you could transfer
spare clothes into a pump bag instead. Pump bags are take up less
room. Thank you for your cooperation.
Pumpkins

into Nursery a pumpkin that would be fabulous. We have lots of pumpkin related
activities planned and the more pumpkins we have the better!

EExAT Parent App
Have you downloaded the parent app?
Have you logged on?
Have you posted a comment on each page of
urnal?
Are you able to send me observations and photographs from home?
very soon!

Send me a Selfie Homework
Send me a selfie! You can print the selfie yourself and hand it in or you can email me the
photo straight from your phone!

My email address is nurserychatter@bellsfrm.bham.sch.uk
The homework is to be in by Monday 8th October.

This week the Selfie homework is
to stand by an oak tree and hold some acorns.
Next week in the Foundation Stage we will be learning about

Autumn

1.

Pumpkin Soup

